Potential impact of tuberculosis vaccines in China, South Africa, and India
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Overline: TUBERCULOSIS

One-sentence summary: Tuberculosis vaccines should aim to protect infected populations against disease, but other vaccine types may be of use in high-transmission settings.
Abstract

More effective tuberculosis vaccines are needed to help reach the World Health Organization 2050 tuberculosis elimination goal. Insufficient evidence exists on the potential impact of future tuberculosis vaccines with varying characteristics and in different epidemiological settings. To inform vaccine development decision making, we modelled the impact of hypothetical tuberculosis vaccines in three high-burden countries. We calibrated *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M.tb*) transmission models to age-stratified demographic and epidemiological data from China, South Africa, and India. We varied vaccine efficacy to prevent infection or disease, effective in persons *M.tb* uninfected or infected, and duration of protection. We modelled routine early-adolescent vaccination and 10-yearly mass campaigns from 2025 onwards. We estimated median percentage population-level tuberculosis incidence rate reduction (IRR) in 2050 compared to a no-new-vaccine scenario. In all settings, results suggested that vaccines preventing disease in *M.tb*-infected populations would have greatest impact by 2050 (10-year, 70% efficacy against disease, IRR 51%, 52% and 54% in China, South Africa and India, respectively). Vaccines preventing re-infection delivered lower potential impact (IRR 1%, 12%, 17%). Intermediate impact was predicted for vaccines effective only in uninfected populations, if preventing infection (IRR 21%, 37%, 50%), or disease (IRR 19%, 36%, 51%), with greater impact in higher transmission settings. Tuberculosis vaccines have the potential to deliver substantial population-level impact. For prioritising impact by 2050, vaccine development should focus on preventing disease in *M.tb*-infected populations. Preventing infection or disease in uninfected populations may be useful in higher transmission settings. As vaccine impact depended on epidemiology, different development strategies may be required.
Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) is now the largest single-pathogen cause of global adult mortality.\(^1\) The financial burden of TB is substantial; in 2018, US$10.4 billion was estimated to be required for global prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.\(^2\) With more than 10 million incident cases of tuberculosis globally per year and a current average annual incidence rate decline of only 1.8%,\(^1\) tools such as vaccines are urgently needed to accelerate progress towards the World Health Organization (WHO) ‘End TB’ and elimination goals.\(^2\) New prophylactic tuberculosis vaccines will also be essential in preventing further development of multi-drug resistance.

There are currently 14 tuberculosis vaccine candidates in the clinical development pipeline, with the potential for diverse vaccine characteristics and indications.\(^3\) Recent progress has been encouraging. The M72/AS01E phase IIB trial enrolling interferon-gamma release assay (IGRA)-positive adults demonstrated 49.7% (95%CI, 2.1 - 74.2) efficacy against bacteriologically-confirmed pulmonary disease over 3 years of follow up.\(^4\) Adolescent revaccination with bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG), the only licensed vaccine for TB, is also being re-examined following a placebo-controlled efficacy trial demonstrating 45.4% (6.4 - 68.1) efficacy against a secondary endpoint of sustained IGRA conversion as a measure of infection.\(^5\) Results are expected soon from a late-phase \textit{M. vaccae} study in China (NCT01979900). The field is hopeful that a new TB vaccine will be registered, or a new BCG indication provided, within the next decade.\(^6\)

Target product profiles detailing minimum and ideal characteristics and indications for new vaccines help to guide strategic development. Mathematical modelling has informed age indications for TB vaccines, by demonstrating the greater and more rapid impact before 2050 of targeting adolescents and adults instead of infants in low and middle income countries.\(^7\) and older adults in settings such as China.\(^8\)
However, critical questions remain regarding the potential population-level impact of different vaccine characteristics, including in different epidemiological settings. In particular, although there is consensus in the literature that prevention of disease vaccines are likely to provide greater and more rapid impact than prevention of infection vaccines before 2050, there is a lack of investigation of the relative impact of vaccines effective for the prevention of infection compared to the prevention of disease in adolescent/adult vaccination strategies, and no modelling has explored combinations of these characteristics. Furthermore, the literature is divided as to whether greatest population-level impact would be delivered by vaccines with efficacy in *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (*M*. *tb*)-infected populations versus uninfected populations, and, as indicated in recent studies of the TB epidemic in China, Cambodia, and the US, how population-level impact may vary by age and setting. Similarly, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-induced immunocompromise may lead to contraindication or reduced vaccine efficacy, but has not been explored in the modelling literature. Vaccines currently in the clinical pipeline include studies recruiting either IGRA-positive (post-infection) or uninfected (pre-infection) populations, and endpoints measuring prevention of infection (as measured by IGRA) or prevention of disease. The current status of the pipeline and challenges in developing the most advanced candidates have been discussed in recent publications.

With recent positive efficacy results and more candidates in late-stage development, there is an urgent need to understand the effect these vaccine and population differences could have on population-level impact, to inform the development of evidence-based target product profiles and clinical trial design. To meet this research need, we employed mathematical modelling to comprehensively explore the potential population-level impact of varying five key tuberculosis vaccine characteristics in China, South Africa, and India. In the light of recent positive efficacy results for BCG revaccination and M72/AS01E, we also report estimates of the population-level impact of vaccines with characteristics consistent with the phase IIB trial results.
Results
Modelling approach

In this study, we developed an age- and vaccination status-stratified compartmental deterministic *M. tb* transmission model (Figure 1B) to assess the population-level impact of these vaccines. The model was calibrated to age- (and HIV-) stratified TB epidemiological data in China (18 targets for calibration), South Africa (16 targets) and India (13 targets), representing 39% of global incident tuberculosis cases in 2017 and a diversity of epidemics. The temporal evolution of population demographics in each country was reproduced through parameterisation with UN demographic data and projections. We incorporated country-specific epidemiologically important factors, including HIV co-infection and care in South Africa, private sector tuberculosis care in India, and historical temporal trends in tuberculosis detection and treatment and age-wise heterogenous social-mixing patterns in all three countries. Natural history parameter uncertainty was captured through multi-stage model calibration, initiated with random sampling and followed by approximate Bayesian computation Markov chain Monte Carlo with an adaptive acceptance criterion where required, to identify 1,000 parameter sets for each country. Calibration was achieved for all three countries (Figure 2A, figures S5-S16). Outcomes were estimated as the median and range from model runs with these 1,000-parameter sets.

We modelled the population-level impact of varying five key tuberculosis vaccine characteristics (Figure 1A): vaccine efficacy for prevention of infection (range 0-100%), vaccine efficacy for prevention of disease (0-100%), vaccine efficacy by host infection status (pre-, post-, or pre- and post-infection), vaccine safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations (safe versus contraindicated, equal efficacy versus 20% reduction compared to HIV-negative populations), and duration of protection (2 years to lifelong). Vaccine implementation in China, South Africa and
India was modelled as delivered routinely to young adolescents and as 10-yearly mass campaigns to adults during 2025-2050. Vaccine efficacy was assumed to be ‘degree/leaky’, and duration of protection was ‘exact’. In the main analysis, to align with global tuberculosis elimination goals,(2) impact was defined as the percentage incidence rate reduction in each vaccination scenario compared to the no new vaccine baseline in 2050, and cumulative cases averted 2025-2050.

Baseline (no new vaccine) outcomes

Our model results suggest that, historically, recent transmission was the largest contributor to incident TB in all three settings (Figure 2B). A combination of reactivation and relapse TB were predicted to provide an increasing contribution over 2000-2050, due to scale up of TB control activities in all countries, plus the impact of the HIV epidemic in South Africa and rapid population ageing in China. Our results suggest a switch by 2025 to a predominately reactivation/relapse-driven epidemic in China, with India remaining predominately transmission-driven, and results for South Africa between those of India and China. We estimated the prevalence of latent *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* infection in 2015 at 16% (uncertainty range [UR]: 13-19%), 42% (26-60%) and 49% (34-59%) in China, South Africa and India, respectively. Although not calibrated, these estimates aligned with limited available data and existing modelling studies (table S10).

Vaccine impact scenarios

Our primary implementation strategy assumed routine vaccination of 9-year-olds, 10-yearly mass campaigns, and implementation from 2025. The greatest achievable impact delivered by vaccines with 100% efficacy for prevention of infection and disease, efficacious both pre- and post-infection and in HIV-positive populations, with 10 years duration of protection, was a 79% (UR: 77-81%) incidence rate reduction in 2050 in China, 84% (uncertainty range [UR]: 81-87%) in
South Africa, and 90% (UR: 87-94%) in India (Figure 3, top row, top right corner of each graph).

Over 2025-50, this profile was estimated to avert 11.6 million (10.2-12.6m) cases and 0.3 million (0.1-0.5m) deaths in China, 4.3 million (2.5-7.0m) cases and 0.9 million (0.5-1.6m) deaths in South Africa, and 51.4 million (32.6-76.6m) cases and 4.3 million (2.5-8.4m) deaths in India (supplementary sections 8.2-8.3). Over 2025-50, this profile could potentially avert up to 67.3 million (45.3-96.2m) cases and 5.5 million (3.1-10.0m) deaths across these three countries.

Over the 2025-2035 timeframe of the WHO End TB strategy, this profile was estimated to avert 5.6 million (UR: 5.0-6.0m) cases in China, 1.8 million (UR: 1.2-2.9m) cases in South Africa, and 19.3 million (UR: 13.0-28.0m) cases in India. Additional results for 2035 are provided in supplementary section 8.4. If the vaccine was assumed to only protect against disease (that is, lacking protection against infection), impact was essentially unchanged (IRR 79% (77-81%), 84% (78-87%) and 90% (87-94%) in China, South Africa, and India, respectively) (Figure 3, top row, top left corner of each graph). In contrast, if the vaccine only protected against infection, and not disease, this resulted in an incidence rate reduction in 2050 of 28% (23-35%), 54% (42-65%) and 68% (59-80%), respectively (Figure 3, top row, bottom right corner of each graph).

A vaccine with 100% efficacy against both infection and disease, but which was only efficacious in uninfected populations (pre-infection), resulted in an incidence rate reduction of 27% (23-34%), 48% (39-58%) and 62% (54-76%) in China, South Africa, and India, respectively (Figure 3, middle row, top right corner of each graph). If, instead, the vaccine was only effective in post-infection populations, incidence rate reductions of 71% (70-71%), 72% (67-76%) and 73% (60-78%) were predicted (Figure 3, bottom row, top right corner of each graph).

Comparisons were also made for pre-infection versus post-infection vaccines effective either against infection or against disease. A vaccine effective only in uninfected populations (Figure 3) with 10-year protection and 70% efficacy for preventing infection reduced incidence rates by 21%
(17-26%), 37% (28-47%) and 50% (42-64%) in China, South Africa, and India, respectively; or for preventing disease reduced incidence rates by 19% (14-24%), 36% (24-47%), and 51% (42-65%), respectively. Equivalent vaccines effective only in populations already or previously infected with \textit{M.\textit{tb}} (Figure 3) with 70% efficacy for preventing disease would have greater impact (IRR 51% (50-51%), 52% (44-58%) and 54% (44-61%), respectively). We estimated a substantially lower impact of vaccines effective only in post-infection populations efficacious against infection (IRR 1% (1-2%), 12% (4-24%), and 17% (8-31%)).

We also explored differential vaccine efficacy by HIV status in South Africa (Figure 4). With a vaccine safe and equally effective in HIV-positive, -negative, and \textit{M.\textit{tb}}-infected and -uninfected populations (pre- and post-infection), an 84% (81-87%) incidence rate reduction was predicted with a 100% efficacy prevention of infection and disease vaccine with 10 year duration of protection. For a vaccine safe in HIV-positive populations, but with a 20% reduction relative to the efficacy in HIV-negative populations, the equivalent vaccine was estimated to produce an incidence rate reduction of 79% (72-84%) in 2050. However, when contraindicated in HIV-positive populations, impact in 2050 was further reduced, with incidence rate reduction estimated at 62% (44-74%) for an equivalent vaccine.

Impact was substantially affected by duration of protection (Figure 5). For a vaccine with 70% efficacy for prevention of infection and disease, effective pre- and post-infection, with 10-yearly mass campaigns, increasing duration of protection from 2 to 10 years increased incidence rate reduction in 2050 from 8% (6-10%) to 63% (60-66%) in China, 13% (8-20%) to 71% (66-78%) in South Africa, and 21% (16-30%) to 82% (77-89%) in India. Increasing mass vaccination campaign frequency from 10- to 5-yearly substantially increased impact for shorter duration vaccines (supplementary section 8.6).
Two phase IIB trials recently demonstrated positive efficacy results.(5, 20) An example profile based upon the BCG revaccination trial design and point-estimate efficacy results, and assuming 10 years duration of protection and revaccination effective only against infection, projected BCG revaccination would deliver an incidence rate reduction in 2050 of 16% (13-20%), 22% (16-32%) and 39% (32-53%) in China, South Africa, and India, respectively. If equivalent efficacy were observed against both infection and disease, incidence rate reductions of 21% (17-27%), 32% (23-44%) and 52% (44-67%) could be anticipated according to this model.

The likely duration of protection is unknown for M72/AS01E, but with an indicative profile based upon the recent trial and the conservative estimate of 3-year protection, the vaccine was projected to reduce incidence rates by 4% (3-6%), 7% (1-11%) and 11% (8-15%) in China, South Africa and India, respectively. If 10-year protection were achieved, projected impact would increase to 37% (36-37%), 34% (25-42%) and 41% (32-46%), respectively.


Discussion

Our research explored the most comprehensive series of potential new TB vaccines to date, with thousands of profiles modelled, providing predicted vaccine impacts suitable for informing development. We explicitly explored the impact of prevention of infection and disease efficacies in combination and projected the impact in three settings (China, South Africa and India) based upon the recent M72/AS01\textsubscript{E} and BCG revaccination efficacy trial results. The models were calibrated to a large number of age-stratified epidemiological data points, and accounted for heterogeneous social mixing, HIV in South Africa, and private sector treatment in India.

In the three diverse epidemiological settings explored in this study, results suggest that vaccines preventing disease in populations already infected with \textit{M.tb} would have most impact by 2050 (10-year 70\% vaccine efficacy against disease, IRR 51\% (50-51\%), 52\% (44-58\%), and 54\% (44-61\%) in China, South Africa and India, respectively). Conversely, vaccines preventing re-infection in \textit{M.tb} infected populations would deliver lower impact (IRR 1\% (1-2\%), 12\% (4-24\%) and 17\% (8-31\%)). Intermediate impact was predicted for vaccines effective only in uninfected populations, if preventing only infection (IRR 21\% (17-26\%), 37\% (28-47\%), and 50\% (42-64\%)), or for preventing only disease (IRR 19\% (14-24\%), 36\% (24-47\%), and 51\% (42-65\%)), with greater impact in settings experiencing more ongoing transmission over the modelled timeframe.

The potential epidemiological impact of BCG revaccination and the M72/AS01\textsubscript{E} vaccine were estimated based on recent efficacy trial results. The M72/AS01\textsubscript{E} candidate was the first new vaccine to demonstrate efficacy for prevention of disease,\textsuperscript{(4)} and several other candidates are being tested for prevention of disease outcomes; therefore, there is hope that such a vaccine could be registered in the near future.

Phase IIB studies assessing prevention of infection endpoints are increasingly common in TB vaccine development to de-risk development, reduce cost, and potentially serve as a stand-alone
indication.(5) However, there has been insufficient modelling research exploring the population-level impact of a prevention of infection indication.(9) Our results suggested that vaccines to prevent disease would have greater impact in all three countries by 2050 than vaccines aimed at preventing infection. That said, the relative impact of efficacy for prevention of infection versus disease varied substantially by setting, with the greatest differential seen in China and the smallest in India, due to the relative contribution of transmission to the incident epidemic. Therefore, although phase III studies should prioritise prevention of disease endpoints, prevention of infection endpoints may also be of value in higher transmission settings such as India and South Africa. Therefore, prevention of infection endpoints could be used in phase IIIB studies to de-risk late-stage development, and potentially as stand-alone registration studies.

Phase II trials vary in their recruitment of latently infected or uninfected populations.(5, 20) In this modelling study, prevention of infection and disease vaccines effective post-infection delivered a similar incidence rate reduction in all three settings, whereas the impact of vaccines effective in pre-infection populations varied by setting, with the greatest impact in India and lowest in China. Pre- versus post-infection efficacy must be considered in combination with the vaccine’s efficacy for prevention of infection versus disease. If efficacious only against disease, post-infection vaccines were still projected to provide the greatest impact in all three settings. Whereas if efficacious only against infection, post-infection vaccines would provide lower population-level impact in all but the highest transmission settings, and would be out-performed by pre-infection vaccines. The degree of ongoing transmission in each setting was a key driver of these relative impacts, and therefore generalisability to other settings will require consideration of the degree and trends of transmission.

Evidence from paediatric studies suggests that BCG efficacy may be reduced when vaccinated post-infection (21). Therefore, we consider the assumption in our modelling study of efficacy only pre-infection as appropriate. For the M72/AS01E vaccine, immunological data are indicative of a
similar magnitude of CD4+ T cell responses in both pre- and post-infection populations, though functionally distinct CD8+ T-cells populations have been observed.(22) No correlate of protection exists, but if M72/AS01E does have pre-infection efficacy our modelled impact estimates from efficacy only post-infection will underestimate the possible future impact of the vaccine.

HIV co-infection may affect vaccine safety or efficacy,(23-25) but the population-level impact of such characteristics has not previously been explored.(9) Our results suggest that in South Africa, a relative 20% reduction in efficacy in HIV-positive populations would minimally affected impact, whereas contraindication could substantially reduce impact. In high HIV prevalence settings, trials exploring safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations will be imperative for predicting impact.

Most clinical trials do not extend beyond 2-3 years, yet many previous TB vaccine modelling studies have assumed up to lifelong protection.(9) In this study, we explored durations of protection as short as 2 years. Our results from shorter durations of protection (2 and 3 years) are indicative of what could be expected if no extrapolation is made beyond the usual 2-3 year clinical trials. However, it should be noted that results suggested substantial additional impact of longer durations of protection, so extending the duration of follow up to explore efficacies over longer durations would be informative for predicting impact. We also explored mass campaign frequency of 5- or 10-years, and substantially higher impact was predicted with the more frequent mass campaigns.

With routine vaccination of 9-year-olds and 10-yearly mass campaigns of adolescents/adults, the most effective vaccine profile that we modelled averted 67.3 million (45.3-96.2m) cases and 5.5 million (3.1-10.0m) deaths across the three countries over 2025-2050. This would be a substantial health benefit, and an important contribution towards End TB and elimination goals.(1)

Previous research has not been informative on the relative impact of vaccines effective for the prevention of infection compared to the prevention of disease in adolescent/adult vaccination
strategies. Previous studies modelled routine neonatal vaccination combined with either a one-off adult mass campaign or continuous vaccination of uninfected populations, and found that prevention of disease vaccines provided greater impact than prevention of infection vaccines. However, there was limited comparability of implementation of the different vaccines and unreported duration of protection in one of these studies, and unreported efficacy and duration of protection in the other. Our study clearly defined and reported vaccine characteristics, and modelled routine young adolescent vaccination plus 10-yearly adult mass campaigns, which is relevant for the current development priority of adolescent/adult vaccination. Our model projected that protection against disease provided greater impact than protection against infection for adolescent/adult-targeted vaccination strategies over the 2050 time horizon, and added quantitative information on how the relative impact of prevention of infection versus disease may vary in these three epidemiologically distinct settings.

Previous literature exploring pre- versus post-infection vaccines was divided as to which would provide greatest impact. We recently proposed two likely reasons for the differences in impact in previous modelling studies - the assumed proportion with latent infection (which determines the number effectively vaccinated), and the assumed proportion of disease from recent infection versus reactivation. We demonstrated these were plausible hypotheses by reproducing the model from one published study, but the other modelling studies were not reported in enough detail to be reproduceable. A key advantage of this current work was that we were able to control or account for a number of factors that differed across the published modelling studies, such as model structure, natural history parameterisation, latent TB prevalence, proportion of disease due to reactivation, and vaccine implementation differences. We were therefore able to explore these aspects in a controlled systematic way and in contrasting epidemiological settings, with direct implications for vaccine development decision making. In so doing, we showed that greater impact may be expected from post-infection vaccines that prevent
disease in all three settings before 2050, but that pre-infection vaccines that prevent infection or disease may still have useful impact, particularly in higher transmission settings.

Our results should be interpreted in the context of certain limitations. We assumed future case detection and treatment success rates would plateau post-2016, but if substantial future investment were to occur, South Africa and India results could become more reactivation-driven, like China. Unknowns in the trajectory of the HIV epidemic in South Africa include whether antiretroviral therapy targets will be met. Future change in the burden of unmodelled co-morbidities such as diabetes may alter the projected trends in TB burden and the absolute numbers of cases averted, but they are less likely to influence the relative impact of new vaccines. We assumed neonatal BCG coverage would not change in the future, as even with the introduction of a new adolescent/adult vaccine, protection of infants with BCG would still be required. Changes in BCG coverage in the future would influence the projected trends in TB burden and the absolute numbers of cases averted; relative impact may be less influenced. There are many implementation unknowns, but the simulated rapid vaccine introduction and mass vaccination may be practically infeasible. As such, our results should be primarily used to inform the relative impacts between vaccine characteristics in different epidemiological settings. We modelled vaccines as “leaky”, a method which tends to deliver more conservative estimates of vaccine impact than the alternative “all-or-nothing” approach.(26) Vaccine efficacy upon repeated boosting with the same vaccine has not been examined in clinical trials. Modelled time horizons are important, as the relative impact of pre-infection vaccines may increase over longer horizons. Vaccine protection from infection was assumed not to be correlated with likelihood of progression to disease, but if a correlation existed between efficacy and non-progression, efficacy against infection may not impact the burden of disease. This is raised as a potential limitation, but will only be known from clinical trials measuring both outcomes longitudinally. We employed a model structure common to around half of modelling studies in the literature,(27) but as the
understanding of TB natural history develops, projections could be updated to reflect these changes. The scenarios presented are simplified representations of the China, South Africa, and India epidemics, though some generalisation to other settings may be possible.

This research has implications for vaccine developers and policy makers. Prevention of disease trial outcomes should be prioritised, however, in South Africa, India, and other settings with high ongoing transmission, prevention of infection outcomes could be considered. For recruitment, our models indicate that post-infection populations are important, and in higher transmission settings inclusion of pre-infection populations should be considered. HIV-positive populations should be included in development plans where possible (ideally for efficacy, but as a minimum for safety and immunogenicity) and trial follow-up should be continued beyond 2 years (for example in an immunological sub-cohort). If vaccines have low efficacy or short duration of protection, the feasibility, efficacy, and cost effectiveness of more frequent mass campaigns should be explored.

If the efficacy signals are confirmed in phase III studies, both BCG revaccination and M72/AS01E could deliver substantial population-level impact in these settings. For BCG revaccination, confirmation of the prevention of infection signal and exploration of prevention of disease efficacy will be important for estimating the value proposition. For M72/AS01E, duration of protection is currently an important unknown; long term follow-up will be essential. In South Africa, to maximise population-level impact, and to ensure an important risk group can be protected, registration in both HIV-negative and HIV-positive populations would be important.

In sum, upcoming TB vaccines have the potential to deliver substantial impact in China, South Africa, and India. For prioritising impact by 2050, vaccine development strategy should focus on preventing disease in populations already M.tb infected. Vaccines that prevent infection or disease in M.tb-uninfected populations may also be useful in high transmission settings. As we
found that vaccine impact was dependent on epidemiology, different vaccine development strategies may be required.
Materials and Methods

Study design

To inform decision making in TB vaccine development and trial design, we estimated the population-level impact of varying the characteristics of tuberculosis vaccines (both hypothetical, and real vaccines in late-stage development). We conducted a broad exploration of five core vaccine characteristics, which would be anticipated to include the known characteristics of vaccines currently in the pipeline, as well as currently-unknown characteristics, and hypothetical future vaccines.

The impact of these vaccines was explored using a mathematical dynamic transmission model calibrated to age-stratified demographics and epidemiology in China, South Africa and India. We developed an age-stratified population-level compartmental deterministic transmission model in R. The model was calibrated to the TB epidemics in China, South Africa, and India. These three high-burden countries account for 39% of global TB incident cases, and represent a diversity of epidemics.(1) A summary follows; full details are available in the supplementary materials.

Model structure and parameterisation

We assumed that the underlying TB natural history was consistent across all three countries. The model included five TB natural history infection or disease states: uninfected, latent infection, bacteriologically-positive active disease, bacteriologically-negative active disease, and recovered from disease (Figure 1B). Transitions between the states represented (re-)infection, development of primary, reactivation or relapse disease, and successful detection and treatment or natural cure of disease. The model was stratified by age and new TB vaccination status. In South Africa, TB natural history states were stratified by HIV infection status. For parsimony, HIV stratification was...
not included for India and China, as HIV coinfection in patients with TB was low (<5%).(1, 28) All three countries included country-specific age mixing patterns.

Age- and HIV-stratified natural history parameter prior ranges, based upon available data, are summarised in tables S1 and S2. Heterogeneous age-wise social contact patterns were parameterized using data for China and South Africa,(29, 30) and estimated for India.(31-33)

TB case detection rates and treatment success were parameterised using WHO data by country between approximately 1994 and 2016.(34) To minimise short-term reporting fluctuations, case detection was assumed to follow a generalised logistic function and treatment success employed a 3-point moving average. TB control improved substantially during the period for which data were available, and was assumed to remain constant outside the available data time period at the value of the nearest time point. Due to the size and differential quality of care in the private sector in India,(35) treatment success parameters were adjusted. In South Africa, antiretroviral therapy reduced TB progression parameters.(36-38) Antiretroviral therapy coverage in HIV-positive populations was parameterised using historical data up to 2016, then assumed to scale linearly to 90% by 2022. Neonatal BCG vaccine coverage was assumed to remain constant, and so was not explicitly modelled.

**Calibration targets and methods**

A previously-calibrated demographic model was employed for China.(8) For South Africa and India, population demographics were reproduced by parameterisation with UN population division birth and probability of death data.(32) Burn-in from 1900 allowed for appropriate levels of latent *M.tbc* prevalence due to historical infection. Empirical age-wise HIV prevalence trends in South
Africa were achieved by parameterising with age- and year-specific HIV incidence and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS)-related mortality.\(^{(36, 38, 39)}\)

Models for all three countries were calibrated separately to country-level age-stratified TB disease prevalence, incidence, mortality and notification rate data, and HIV data for South Africa, where available. This comprised 18 epidemiological calibration targets for China, 16 for South Africa, and 13 for India. A multi-stage model calibration method was used, starting with random sampling and then approximate Bayesian computation Markov chain Monte Carlo, with an adaptive acceptance criterion where required.\(^{(40)}\) Median outcome estimates and uncertainty ranges (URs) were estimated from 1,000 calibrated parameter sets for each country. A previously-calibrated epidemiological model was employed for China.\(^{(8)}\) Details of the data sources, and calibration method are in the supplementary materials. Visualisation of the model calibration to the epidemiological data can be found in Figure 2A and figures S5-S17.

**Vaccine characteristics and implementation**

We introduced new TB vaccines into the model in 2025 with immediate scale up. In all three countries, 80% coverage of annual routine vaccination of 9-year-olds was assumed (based upon likely co-administration with the HPV vaccine),\(^{(41, 42)}\) plus mass campaigns with 70% coverage of 10-year-olds and above,\(^{(43)}\) with a frequency of the duration of protection or 10 years, whichever was longer. Routine vaccination age assumed co-administration with the Human Papilloma Virus vaccine as part of the school-based vaccination platform.\(^{(44)}\) Mass campaigns ensured vaccination covered the peak age of infection and disease in each setting and over time, with coverage based upon Menafrivac campaigns.\(^{(43)}\) Populations of vaccination age without active disease were eligible for vaccination.
Five vaccine characteristics were varied (Figure 1A): vaccine efficacy for prevention of infection, vaccine efficacy for prevention of disease, vaccine efficacy by host infection status, vaccine safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations, and duration of protection. Ranges for vaccine efficacy and duration were broad, to allow exploration of both in-development and hypothetical vaccines. Scenarios for host infection status for efficacy, outcomes prevented, and HIV-positive safety/efficacy were based upon possible or demonstrated characteristics of pipeline vaccines. Vaccine efficacies for prevention of infection and prevention of disease were varied from 0-100% in 10% intervals, independently and in combination. Efficacy was assumed to be ‘degree/leaky’, meaning efficacy was implemented as a reduction in natural history parameters. (26) For South Africa, vaccination of HIV-positive populations was assumed to be either safe or contraindicated, and efficacy assumed to be equivalent or reduced by 20% relative to HIV-negative populations. (24, 25) Although we did not explicitly model drug-resistant TB, vaccine efficacy was assumed to be unaffected by resistance status, due to the different mechanistic pathways of drugs and vaccines. Testing *M. tb* infection status before vaccination was considered programmatically unlikely, therefore vaccine was delivered regardless of infection status, but was assumed to be either effective or not effective by host infection status. The host infection statuses in which the vaccine was assumed to be effective were susceptible, latently infected and recovered populations for vaccines effective both pre- and post-infection, only susceptible populations for pre-infection vaccines, or only latently infected and recovered populations for post-infection vaccines. Duration of protection, assumed to be ‘exact’,(7) was explored for 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25 years or lifelong protection.

All possible combinations of the above vaccine characteristics were explored, leading to 3,267 combinations of characteristics in both India and China, and 13,068 combinations in South Africa due to the additional variation in safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations.
Two phase IIB clinical trials published positive efficacy results in 2018,\(^5,20\) and therefore we highlighted combinations of vaccine characteristics reflective of the trial results from the modelled scenarios. BCG revaccination was assumed to be a pre-infection vaccine, with 50% efficacy either for prevention of infection or prevention of infection and disease, 10 years duration of protection, and contraindicated in HIV-positive populations (due to risk of BCGosis).\(^5,23\) If HIV infection happened after BCG vaccination, we assumed a 20% relative reduction in protection compared to HIV-negative populations due to immunocompromise.\(^5,23\) The M72-AS01\(_E\) vaccine was assumed to be a post-infection vaccine, with 50% efficacy for prevention of disease, 20% relative efficacy reduction in HIV-positive populations, and 3 or 10 years duration of protection.\(^4,20,45\) The above profiles are intended as illustrative for both vaccines, based upon results from recent studies and an approximation of likely characteristics. Efficacy was approximated from the point estimate in recent trials,\(^4,5\) prevention of infection versus disease was based upon recent trials or assumed.\(^4,5\) Pre-/post-infection was based upon the enrolment population in recent trials.\(^4,5\) Assumptions regarding safety in HIV-positive individuals were based upon existing studies, and efficacy in HIV-positive individuals was assumed based upon immunology and experience from other vaccines \(^24,25\). Duration of protection was either based upon available data or assumed.\(^46\)

**Scenario analyses**

Natural history parameter uncertainty was represented in the uncertainty ranges estimated from 1,000 calibrated parameter sets for each country. Scenario analyses were conducted reducing the minimum interval of mass campaigns to 5-yearly, and reporting outcomes in 2035.
Statistical analysis

In the baseline ('no new vaccine') scenarios, the proportion of incident TB disease due to new transmission versus reactivation/relapse, and the prevalence of latent *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* infection, were estimated annually for 2000-2050. Primary outcomes of the vaccination scenarios were the median percentage incidence rate reduction in each vaccination scenario compared to the no new vaccine baseline in 2050, and the median cumulative number of TB cases averted 2025-2050 compared to baseline. Outcomes were estimated as the median and range from model runs with the 1,000 calibrated parameter sets for each country.
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Figure headings

Figure 1: Vaccine characteristics and model structure. A) Effect on the natural history of TB disease by vaccines that help prevent infection (purple) or disease (red) and in populations pre-infection (green) or post-infection (yellow). B) Mathematical model of *M. tuberculosis* transmission and TB disease natural history, consisting of unvaccinated (top left) and vaccinated (bottom left) states. Symbols are defined in the supplement.

Figure 2: Model epidemiological fit

A) Model epidemiological fit to country-level incidence rate data, stratified by age (overall, black; children, red; adults, blue) and HIV status (overall, black; HIV-positive, orange) where available. Black circles and vertical bars represent data and ranges; solid horizontal lines and shaded areas represent modelled medians and uncertainty ranges. Note y axes scale differences. B) Proportion of new infections/transmission (red) versus reactivation/relapse (black) disease in China, South Africa, and India. Lines are median estimates, and shaded areas represent the modelled uncertainty range. All other model calibration plots can be found in the online supplement.

Figure 3: Vaccine impact by prevention of infection and prevention of disease efficacy.

Incidence rate reduction in 2050 by country from a vaccine with 10 years duration of protection for prevention of infection or disease or both, with efficacy in pre- and post-infection populations (P&PI, top row), pre-infection populations (PRI, centre row) or post-infection populations (PSI, bottom row), assumed safe and efficacious in HIV-positive populations, delivered from 2025 as routine vaccination of 9-year-olds and as 10-yearly mass campaigns in China, South Africa, and India.

Figure 4: Vaccine impact varying safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations.
Incidence rate reduction in South Africa in 2050 for vaccines assuming varying safety and efficacy in HIV-positive populations: Safe and equally effective in HIV-positive populations (left panel); safe, with 20% reduction in efficacy compared to HIV-negative populations (centre panel); and contraindicated in HIV-positive populations (right panel). Vaccine assumed efficacious in pre- and post-infection populations (P&PI), with duration of protection of 10 years, 10-yearly mass campaigns, and routine vaccination of 9-year-olds.

**Figure 5: Vaccine impact varying duration of protection**

Projected incidence rate reductions in 2050 by duration of protection for pre- and post-infection (P&PI) prevention of infection and disease (POI&D) vaccines with 10-yearly mass campaigns in China, South Africa, and India.